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Was there a difference in wildlife 
appearance between the Restored and 
the Undisturbed portion of the creek at 
Canada de los Osos Ecological Reserve?
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Hypothesis

H₀ = Wildlife frequented the restored section of creek at 
the same rate as the unrestored section of creek.

Hₐ = Wildlife did not frequent the restored section of 
creek at the same rate as the unrestored section of 

creek.
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HO = Restoration of the creek made no difference in what type of wildlife frequented it (null hypothesis)HA = Restoration of the creek changed the frequency of wildlife visiting it. (alternative hypothesis)



Restored part 
of the creek
Emily Sniper & Anna Thomasdotter



Method & Materials

10 motion-detecting cameras

Constant location along restored creek

March 19 to April 16 (four weeks)
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HO = Restoration of the creek made no difference in what type of wildlife frequented it (null hypothesis)HA = Restoration of the creek changed the frequency of wildlife visiting it. (alternative hypothesis)





Results restored creek

Few predators - mainly deer and birds
Large differences in number of visits

Most visits at northern cameras
Few visits at side creek, none at camera 6
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HO = Restoration of the creek made no difference in what type of wildlife frequented it (null hypothesis)HA = Restoration of the creek changed the frequency of wildlife visiting it. (alternative hypothesis)
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Our only sighting of a fox
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Our only sighting of a coyote.
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Camera 5 panorama
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Camera 6
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Camera 6Before 3/27 we failed to turn the camera onAfter 3/27 we had no sightings of any sort.
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Camera 8
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Good photo to be picked out Camera 8 4/10/17 at 4:35pm, I need to add that.



The picture can't be displayed.
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Camera 9Only camera sighting skunks.
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Only Camera sighting Woodrats.



Data

Location
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graph Shows frequency of wildlife visits to various locations on the restored section of creek during a 4 week period of time starting 3/19 and ending 4/16. The cameras go upstream from Camera 1 to Camera 10 with Camera 1 closest to the neighboring ranch, Camera 5 and 6 sandwich the road that crosses the creek. Camera 9 and 10 are the only cameras with a larger number of older shade creating trees along the creek. Camera 8 is up a smaller stream which meets the creek at the location of camera 7. Camera 10 is butted up against another road and what is considered unrestored creek.With Camera 4 we did forget to set the date and time for a couple sets of data. We were able to estimate the time based on the first shot for that sequence of photos for cameras 3 and 5. We failed to turn camera 6 on for the first week, but for the following 3 weeks we still recieved no data.







Undisturbed Creek
Rianna Lorenzo & Victor Martinez



Methods and Materials
9 Motion-detecting cameras

1 camera set to record video

Cameras covered a length of ~1500 m along the creek 

March 4 - April 29 



























Comparison of Restored vs. Undisturbed



Results Undisturbed Portion of creek

● Variety of wildlife

○ Turkey, Turkey Vulture, Deer, Bobcat, Mice, Skunk, Coyote, Fox, and 
Mountain Lion

● Camera 9, with video, showed Bobcat possibly marking territory.

● Most cameras had at least a few of each species show up, except for the 
Camera 7 that was at edge of creek pointed towards grassland.
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Surprisingly only one boar spotted through all 8 weeksBobcat marks territory then you see mountain lion came to post a day later sniffing and checking things out



Discussion & Conclusion

Comparison; differences in number of visits & species

Conclusion; reject null

Challenges

Further research
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Presentation Notes
HO = Restoration of the creek made no difference in what type of wildlife frequented it (null hypothesis)HA = Restoration of the creek changed the frequency of wildlife visiting it. (alternative hypothesis)Restored sites had an average of 43 visits per camera while the undisturbed sites had an average of 38 per camera.Undisturbed sites saw predators on the cameras at double the rate as compared to the cameras in the restored sites; 7% compared to 3.2% respectively. Challenges for undisturbed: mist from rainy days, cameras would fall, not setting up newer camera right. Delay in taking picture causing us to lose animal. Sometimes too sensitive to wind would take unnecessary pictures of grass or moving trees. 
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